Overnight
Über Nacht

review
Two women in two separate cities are at the centre of this poignant
novel – Mira in Rome and Irma in Vienna. Mira, a young married
woman, copes with a sexless marriage and is hunting for proof that
her husband, Vittorio, is having an affair. Irma, a single mother and
cultural journalist, faces a bittersweet question. At the start of the
novel she has been given a life-changing kidney transplant, and she
is consumed with a desire to find out who it is who has accorded her
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this new chance.
Mira’s story is the sadder of the two. We follow her through her work
at an old people’s home, tending with care and compassion the decay
and decline of old men. We witness her growing panic about her
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Irma’s fate is more hopeful. Her kidney transplant and a life without
dialysis have opened new opportunities for her: the chance to have a
lover and also, for the sake of the child, to try to make contact with
the fly-by-night father of her son. The link between the two women’s
lives is established when it transpires that the man in question is the
serial womaniser with whom Mira had had a brief fling. As the
chronology of the lives of the two women unfold, as their narratives
both draw to a close, the biggest potential connection between them
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is unveiled, although never confirmed. Was Mira in fact Irma’s kidney
donor, giving her a new life and living on through her?
The idea behind Über Nacht is followed through exceptionally well,
with compelling central characters and lots of interesting minor
players and ideas. An arresting read, its themes of illness and
regeneration grip, its juxtaposition of different lives and life choices is
touchingly convincing. A thought-provoking novel from one of the
most striking voices on the Austrian literary today.
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‘Sabine Gruber is one of the most important talents in
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